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Multi-link cable-driven robots (MCDRs) have potential advantages in confined spaces exploration because of their redundancy
and flexibility. Operational space wrench and acceleration capability analysis of MCDRs is important for their design, ma-
nipulability optimization, and motion planning. However, existing works mainly focus on capability analysis in the joint space.
In this paper, we present a zonotope-based iterative method and a simplified capability zonotope to analyze the operational-space
wrench and acceleration capability of MCDRs. In the iterative method, the capability generated by some cables can be iteratively
added to the initial capability zonotope based on the Minkowski sum. In the simplified zonotope capability representation, a
threshold is put forward to reduce redundant vertices and faces with little volume loss. Finally, simulations on a 24 DOFs MCDR
are performed to verify the effectiveness of the developed method. The results demonstrate that our iterative algorithm can easily
generate the capability zonotope with a few MB ROM, while traditional operational wrench capability evaluation without our
iterative algorithm needs 18432 GB ROM. Furthermore, our simplified representation reduces the vertices and faces from 1260
and 2516 to 88 and 172, respectively, but with only 3.3% volume loss, which decreases the constraints of the robot and is
conducive to manipulability optimization and motion planning.
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1 Introduction

Cable-driven robots are driven by cables attached to them
instead of rigid-linked mechanism, which leads to light-
weight structures and flexible motions for confined space
exploration [1–3]. Based on the differences of mechanical
structures, the cable-driven robots can be roughly classified
into two types: cable-driven parallel robots (CDPRs) [4–6]
and multi-link cable-driven robots (MCDRs) [7,8]. In

CDPRs, the cables are, respectively, connected to the moving
platform and base, which results in large workspace [9],
easiness of reconfiguration [10], and suitable for load lift
[11], civil construction [12] and motion simulators [13].
Alternatively, MCDRs consist of several CDPRs with joints
in a serial way. With the increasing number of CDPRs,
MCDRs exhibit the shape of some creatures like snakes and
elephant trunks, thus, MCDRs, also termed as snake-like
robots, are flexible and promising for inspection and main-
tenance in intricate industrial environments [1,3,14,15] and
minimally invasive surgery [16].
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Most tasks are performed by the end effector of MCDRs in
the operational space, which makes the operational space
wrench and acceleration capability analysis important.
However, existing capability analysis works mainly focus on
CDPRs by the prevailing zonotope-based method [17–21].
The zonotop-based method originates from the manipul-
ability ellipsoid proposed by Yoshikawa [22]. The ellipsoid
is quite suitable for the capability analysis of rigid-link ro-
bots, however, it is generally difficult to be used for cable-
driven robots due to the fact that the actuation spaces of
cable-driven robots should be always at the pulling states,
and each actuation unit usually has different upper and lower
bounds. To address these problems, a zonotope-based
method has been proposed to generate capability zonotope of
CDPRs by projecting the cable forces hypercube. Traditional
zonotope-based method generally projects the cable force
hypercube by dynamics relationships. Then, the vertices of
the cable force hypercube are candidates for the corre-
sponding capability zonotope. Afterwards, the convhulln
algorithm is developed to select actual vertices of capability
zonotope from the candidate set. Thus, the vertices set of
capability zonotope is a subset of the vertices of the projected
force hypercube. In this sense, capability zonotopes can be
numerically found by using the projection of the force hy-
percube vertices. For instance, Yang’s Group [17] presented
the force closure workspace analysis of CDPRs in terms of
the zonotope. Gosselin’s Group [18] illustrated three differ-
ent presentations of available wrench set of cable-driven
robots with zonotope. Eden et al. [19] presented capability
metrics for CDPRs with the help of capability zonotope.
Ebert-Uphoff’s Group [20] developed an analytical method
for generating wench feasible workspace of CDPRs with the
relationships between the required and available wrench
convex sets. Hassan and Khajepour [21] analyzed the cable
force of CDPRs by the intersection between the convex set of
the null space of Jacobian matrix and available cable force.
Recently, some works have been reported on MCDRs in

joint spaces. Mustafa and Agrawal [23] employed reciprocal
screw theory on the force-closure analysis of MCDRs. They
determined the joint torques and cable tensions for external
wrenches. Rezazadeh and Behzadipour [24] extended the
null space analysis to the wrench feasible analysis of
MCDRs by utilizing the redundancy of cable force. How-
ever, operational wrench and acceleration capability analysis
of MCDRs is quite challenge because of the hyper-re-
dundancy and multilayer relationships of cables, joints and
end effector of MCDRs. Specifically, hyper-redundant ac-
tuators of MCDRs make their operational wrench capability
analysis consumes large number of memory. There are 2m

vertices form-cables MCDRs. Thus, the convhulln algorithm
should deal with 2n candidate vertices. With the increasing
cables, the set of combination of cable force bound becomes
huge. For instance, there are 236 vertices in the cable force

hypercube of the 24 DOFs MCDRs, and the computer needs
18432 GB memory to deal with such massive points, which
is usually infeasible for implementation.
In summary, traditional capability analysis of rigid-link

robots deals with the operational space capability problem
ignoring the actual joint space actuation constraints, and the
capability analysis for CDPRs only derives in the joint space
with cable actuation capability strictly considered. However,
the traditional capability analysis methods employed by
rigid-link robots and CDPRs are not suitable for operational
capability analysis of MCDRs due to their actuation con-
straints and hyper-redundancy. With the increase of the
cables, the number of vertices to be processed grows ex-
ponentially, which can be computationally infeasible. Until
now, the operational space capability analysis of MCDRs has
not been achieved.
This work is, therefore, motivated and contributed to de-

velop an efficient zonotope-based operational wrench and
acceleration capability analysis method for MCDRs. An al-
ternative algorithm is developed to iteratively generate the
zonotope by the Minkowski sum. Instead of generating the
zonotope by all cable forces, we can add the capability
generated by some cables to the capability zonotope gener-
ated by others. Thus, some initial cable forces can be ran-
domly chosen to generate the initial capability zonotope, and
iteratively add the capability of other cables by the Min-
kowski sum. Another problem for the capability zonotope of
MCDRs is that large numbers of redundant vertices and faces
are generated due to the hyper-redundancy of actuators,
which makes the computation cumbersome of post-proces-
sing like manipulability optimization and motion planning.
We find that many redundant vertices and faces have little
contribution to the volume of zonotope. Therefore, a sim-
plified zonotope capability representation is developed to
reduce vertices and faces with little volume loss. Finally,
radius of capability ball and distance of capability direction
are developed based on the capability zonotope to evaluate
the maximum payload of MCDRs at a given reference po-
sition and direction, respectively. Simulations results on a
24 DOFs MCDR with 36 driven cables verify the memory
and time efficiency and effectiveness of the presented
method.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2

introduces the capability analysis problem base on zonotope
and the dynamics model of MCDRs. Section 3 presents the
iterative method to calculate the operational wrench and
acceleration zonotope of MCDRs. The simplified zonotope
representation of capability is also presented in this section.
In Section 4, simulations on a 24 DOFs MCDR are per-
formed to verify the effectiveness of the presented method.
Two capability metric indexes based on the operational
capability zonotope are also presented in this section. Section
5 concludes this paper.
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2 Wrench and acceleration capability analysis
of MCDRs

2.1 Zonotope representation of available capability set

Zonotope is a special class of convex polytopes, which can
be described by the vector sum of a finite number of closed
line segments [25] or the Minkowski sum of some line se-
gements [26]. The mathematic presentation of available
capability set is related to the definition of zonotope [18],
which can exactly represent the set of all the possible ac-
celeration (acceleration zonotope) or wrench (wrench zo-
notope) generated by the cable forces. In this work, the
expressions of capability sets are derived from the dynamic
model in Section 2, which satisfy the definition of zonotope.
The capability (acceleration or wrench) set of MCDRs A
generated by the given cable forces can be described by
A Pf Offset f f f= +      0 , (1)min max

where P is the projection matrix from the available cable
force set to capability set, andOffset is the translation vector
between two projection sets. The cable force vector is f, and
cable force constraint bounds are fmin and fmax, respectively.
Cables can only pull, thus, fmin is positive to overcome slack.
The presentation in eq. (1) is corresponded to definition of

a zonotope. The projection matrix P defines the shape of the
zonotope, and the translation vector Offset determines its
position. P and Offset can be derived from the dynamics
model of MCDRs. The convhulln algorithm provided by
MATLAB platform will give the capability zonotope in the
form of eq. (2) according to the force hypercube vertices, P
and Offset.
A t b, (2)c

where Ac and b are the matrix and vector for the combina-
tions of constraint inequalities. The element t in capability
set should satisfy the constraints in eq. (2), which is the
mathematic presentation for capability set.

2.2 Dynamic model of MCDRs

Dynamics of MCDRs is the base of its capability analysis,
which has been extensively studied by many researches
[27–30]. The dynamics between actuation and joint spaces of
n-DOFs MCDRs actuated by m cables can be denoted in
eq. (3).

M q q̈ C q q G q W L q f
f f f

( ) + ( , ) + ( ) + = ( ) ,
0 , (3)

ext
T

min max

where q is the generalized coordinates of joint space, f=[f1…
fm]

T∈Rm is the cable force vector,M∈R(n×n) is the symmetric
positive definite mass-inertia matrix, C∈Rn is the Coriolis/
centrifugal force vector, G∈Rn is the gravitational force
vector, Wext∈R

n is the joint wrench vector exerted by ex-
ternal wrench and L∈R(m×n) is the cable Jacobian matrix from

the actuation space to the joint space.
The dynamics between joint and operational spaces of n-

DOFs MCDRs actuated by m cables can be denoted in eq.
(4).
M x ẍ C x x G x W F( ) + ( , ) + ( ) + = , (4)O O O exto

where x∈R6 is the generalized coordinates of operational
space, MO∈R(6×6), CO∈R6, GO∈R6 are the symmetric posi-
tive definite mass-inertia matrix, Coriolis/centrifugal force
vector, gravitational force vector in the operational space,
respectively. Wexto∈R

6 is the wrench vector exerted by ex-
ternal wrench. J∈R(6×n) is the joint Jacobian matrix from the
joint space to the operational space. F∈R6 is the operational
space wrench. The relationships between the parameters of
the two dynamics equations are shown in eq. (5).

M JM J
C M JM Cq M Jq
G M JM G
W M JM W

= ( ) ,

= ,
= ,

= .

(5)

O
1 T 1

O O
1

O

O O
1

exto O
1

ext

The joint torque τ generated by cable forces can be denoted
by eq. (6), and the relationship between the joint torque and
the operational space wrench is presented in eq. (7). The
relationship of eq. (8) can be obtained according to eqs. (6).
and (7)

L q f= ( ) , (6)T

J q F( ) = , (7)T

J q F L q f( ) = ( ) . (8)T T

2.3 Acceleration capability

Given a pose and a set of available cable forces, the accel-
eration set that the joint can produce is defined as the
available joint acceleration that the MCDR can produce. The
available joint acceleration set can be expressed as eq. (9) by
using eq. (3).

a M L f M C G W
f f f

= ( + + ),
0 . (9)

j
1 T 1

ext

min max

The acceleration set that the end effector can produce is
defined as the available operational acceleration that the
MCDRs can produce. Given a pose and the available cable
force set, the available operational acceleration set can be
expressed as eq. (10) according eqs. (4), (5) and (8).

a JM L f JM C G W Jq
f f f

= ( + + )+ ,
0 . (10)

O
1 T 1

ext

min max

2.4 Wrench capability

The available wrench set that the joint can produce is defined
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as the set of joint space wrenches that the MCDRs can
produce. With a given pose and a set of available cable
forces, the available joint wrench set can be expressed as eq.
(11) by using eq. (3).

w L f C G W
f f f

= ,
0 . (11)

j
T

ext

min max

The available wrench set that the end effector can produce
is defined as the set of operational space wrenches that the
MCDRs can produce. We can see that the cable force f and
the operational space wrench F have the relationship as
shown in eq. (8). However, due to the redundancy of
MCDRs, the Jacobian matrix J is non-square and not in-
vertible. Thus, unlike the available joint acceleration, wrench
and operational acceleration, there is no explicit projection
equation from cable forces to the operational wrench. To
obtain the available operational space wench, we propose
three methods in this section. The first two methods are
based on the available operational acceleration zonotope. In
method 3, the explicit projection equation from cable forces
to the operational wrench is derived.
(1) Method 1
Assuming the mathematic presentation of available op-

erational acceleration zonotope generated by eq. (10) is de-
noted as eq. (12).

A ẍ b . (12)ao ao

Combining eqs. (4), (5) and (12), the constraints for
available operational wrench can be denoted in eq. (13).

A JM J F b A JM J C G W+ ( + + ). (13)ao
1 T

ao ao
1 T

O O exto

Thus, the zonotope presentation of operational available
wrench can be rearranged as eq. (14).

A F b
A A JM J
b b A JM J C + G + W

,
= ,

= + ( ).
(14)

F F

F ao
1 T

F ao ao
1 T

O O exto

(2) Method 2
Method 1 can get the mathematic presentation of the

available operational wrench. However, the vertices of the
zonotope cannot be obtained. In order to get the mathematic
presentation of available operational wrench zonotope to-
gether with its vertices information, we utilize the vertices
set of the available operational acceleration zonotope instead
of its mathematic presentation. There is explicit projection
relationship from operational acceleration to operation
wench, which has been expressed in eq. (4). The vertices of
the available operational acceleration zonotope (Vao) can be
acquired from eq. (10). According to the zonotope pre-
sentation theory introduced before, we can get the zonotope
of available operational wrench by the convhulln algorithm
with Vao, P and Offset in eq. (15).

P M
Offset C G W

= ,
= + + . (15)O

O O exto

(3) Method 3
In this method, we strive to find the explicit projection

relationship from cable force to operational wrench. Firstly,
combining eqs. (4), (5) and (8), the projection relationship
from cable force to operational acceleration can be derived,
which is shown in eq. (10). Secondly, the relationship be-
tween operational force and operational acceleration can also
be found by combining eqs. (4) and (5), which is denoted in
eq. (16).

a JM J F JM C G W Jq
f f f

= ( + + )+ ,
0 . (16)

O
1 T 1

ext

min max

Comparing eq. (16) with eq. (10), the relationship between
cable force and operational wrench can be found, which is
shown in eq. (17). It should be noticed that the matrix in front
of F(JM−1JT) is the inverse of the operational symmetric
positive definite mass-inertia matrix, which means the matrix
JM−1JT is invertible. In this sense, we can get the available
operational wrench set as shown in eq. (18).

JM J F JM L f= , (17)1 T 1 T

w JM J JM L f
f f f
= ( ) ,

0 . (18)
O

1 T 1 1 T

min max

In summary, the first two methods both obtain the opera-
tional wrench capability from the acceleration zonotope. The
differences are that the method 1 derives the operational
wrench capability from the formulation for the possible
wrench, while the method 2 depends on the vertices in-
formation of acceleration zonotope. By contrast, the method
3 directly derives the explicit projection of wrench capability
zonotope by the relation between the cable forces and the
wrench.

3 Iterative method to calculate the zonotope of
operational wrench and acceleration of MCDRs

As illustrated in the introduction, traditional zonotope-based
method often wholly projects the cable force hypercube by
dynamics relationships and cannot calculate capability of
hyper-redundant cable-driven robots. For instance, there are
236 vertices in the cable force hypercube of the 24 DOFs
MCDRs, and the computer needs 18432 GB memory to deal
with such massive points, which is usually infeasible for
implementation. Fortunately, we find the zonotope can be
generated by the Minkowski sum iteratively. In geometry, the
Minkowski sum of two sets of vectors A and B is formed by
adding one vector in A to another vector in B. If A and B
represent two capability zonotopes generated from different
sets of cables, the Minkowski sum of them will form a new
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zonotopes containing the operational capability of all these
cables. Thus, to solve the computation challenge, we pro-
posed an iterative method for the formulation of capability
zonotope based on the Minkowski sum. Minkowski sum is
defined by eq. (19), in which B and C are the vertices sets of
zonotopes.
B C b c b B c C= {  ,  }. (19)

In this sense, we can randomly choose some initial cable
forces to generate the base capability zonotope, and itera-
tively add the capability of other cables to the base zonotope
by the Minkowski sum. The iterative method presented in
this work can generate the capability zonotope effectively
and efficiently. In this method, Ic is the initial number of
cables, which is used to generate the original zonotope. Sc is the
number of cables added to the original zonotope each step.
Details of the iterative method are presented as follows, and
the flowchart of the presented method is shown in Figure 1.
Inputs: projection matrix P, translation vector Offset,

cable force constraint bounds fmin and fmax.
Outputs: the matrix and vector Ac and b for the combi-

nations of constraint equations of the capability zonotope.
• Step 1: The number of cables to form zonotope is de-

termined as Nc. Choose Nc=Ic cables and use P(Nc), fmin(Nc),
fmax (Nc), to generate base zonotope with its vertices set re-
corded as V(Ic).
• Step 2: Define a bool variable, if the base zonotpe gen-

erates successfully, set conflag=1, and go to step 3; else
conflag=0, and go to step 4.
• Step 3: Choose Nc=Sc cables from the remaining to

generate the capability zonotope with P(Sc), fmin(Sc), fmax(Sc)
with its vertices set recorded as V(Sc). If conflag=1, go to
step 5; else go to step 4.
• Step 4: Nc=Nc+1, if Nc≤10 and P(Nc) is full rank, go to

step 1, else exit the loop.
• Step 5: Sum V(Ic) with V(Sc) by the Minkowski algo-

rithm to get the candidate vertices set C=V(Ic)⊕V(Sc), and
generate zonotope with C. If conflag=1, go to step 6; else go
to step 7.
• Step 6: If there is no cables remaining, go to step 3, else

go to step 8.
• Step 7: If this is the first time to add cables, save the

indexes of the cables which cannot generate zonotope as
Ininoofe; else add the indexes of the cables which cannot
generate zonotope into Indexnofe. Compare Indexnofe with
Ininofe. If they are same, go to step 4; else go to step 8.
• Step 8: If Indexnofe is empty go to step 9; else go to step 3.
• Step 9: Add the Offset to the zonotope and exit the loop.

4 Simulations on a 24 DOFs MCDR platform

Cable-driven snake robots are one of the typical MCDRs. In

this section, we utilize the presented method on our custo-
mized 24 DOFs cable driven snake robot [3,8] to analysis its
operational wrench capability. Figure 2(a) shows the sche-
matic illustration of our snake robot with 12 sections, where
each section has two DOFs, driven by three cables. In the
simulations, the snake robot keeps tracking of a square tra-
jectory, and the operational force capability is evaluated by
the developed method at each pose, which is visualized in
MATLAB as shown in Figure 2(b). All the parameters of the
dynamics model are calculated and updated with the CASPR
[10].

4.1 Simulation results

At a given pose (q=[0.1, 0.1, 0.1, …, 0.1, 0.1]T), the simu-
lated snake arm and its end effector force zonotope are vi-
sualized in MATLAB. Detailed views such as 3D, XY, ZX,
YZ views of the zonotope are shown in Figure 3. From the
figures we can see there are many redundant vertices and
faces which contribute little to the volume of capability zo-
notope. The number of cables added in each step (Sc) of the
iterative is an important parameter, which effects the com-
putation efficiency of the method. To study the time effi-
ciency related to Sc, we generate the end effector force
zonotope when the snake robot keeps tracking of a square
with different Sc and record the time consuming at each pose.
The initial cable number is 6, and can be chosen randomly

or not randomly. If the cables are chosen randomly, if rand is
true, otherwise is false. The step number of cables are 1, 2, 3,
5, 6, and 10. The time consuming of each pose of the robot is
recorded and shown in Figure 4. Detailed average time
consuming of zonotope generation with different step cable
numbers Sc are listed in Table 1. From Figure 4 and Table 1,
we can see that the optimal step number of cables is 5.

4.2 Simplified zonotope representation

Another problem for the zonotope representation is there are
too many redundant vertices and faces as shown in Figure 3,
which has little contribution to the volume of the zonotope.
We may mention that if a vertex has little contribution to the
volume of the zonotope, it can be regarded as a redundant
one. Thus, we can omit this vertex in the calculation for
simplicity, which will be verified in the following simulation
results. However, such redundant faces corresponding to the
constraints of the robot make the post-process like manip-
ulability optimization and motion planning difficult and in-
efficiency. Thus, we put forward a threshold to diminish the
number of vertices faces. The detailed steps are as follows.
The faces that contain a same point are found, and angles
among these faces are calculated. If the maximum angle is
less than the given face angle threshold, we omit this vertex
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for simplicity. According to this idea, the 3D, XY, ZX, YZ
views of the simplified zonotope are shown in Figure 5. The
number of vertices, faces and volume and calculation time of

the zonotope with respect to the face angle threshold are
shown in Table 2. From Table 2, we can see that the sim-
plified zonotope representation reduces the vertices and fa-

Figure 1 Flowchart of the iterative method for capability zonotope.

Figure 2 (Color online) The cable-driven snake robot and its capability analysis. (a) Cable-driven snake platform; (b) capability evaluation visualization.
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ces from 1260 and 2516 to 88 and 172, respectively, with
3.3% volume loss.

4.3 Capability measurement

Capability indexes based on zonotopes are put forward to

evaluate the payload capability of MCDRs. In this work, the
zonotope volume, diameters and distances of capability ball
and directions are utilized for the payload capability eva-
luation. The zonotope volume can acquire directly with the
convhulln algorithm. The volume of the end effector force
capability zonotope when the snake robot keeps tracking of
the square trajectory are shown in Figure 6.
(1) Capability ball metric
In some scenarios, payloads from all directions are needed

to consider. For example, when a drill is attached to the end
effector of the snake robot, and the end effector goes to
drilling a hole, the force applied to the snake arm is from all
directions. Thus, payload needs to be restricted in a ball.
For a reference point gref, the radius of the maximum ball

Figure 3 (Color online) Capability zonotope at the given pose. (a) 3D view; (b) XY view; (b) ZX view; (d) YZ view.

Figure 4 (Color online) Time consuming of end effector force zonotope
at each pose when the robot keeps tracking of a square trajectory with
different step cable numbers Sc.

Table 1 Average time consuming of zonotope generation

Sc N-Random (s) Random (s)

1 0.9663 0.6807
2 0.5638 0.3541
3 0.3792 0.2992
5 0.3009 0.2317
6 0.3188 0.2538
10 1.4372 1.0626
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(r) is defined as eq. (20) corresponding to the capability
zonotope constraints. Given the reference point as the posi-
tion which balanced gravity (gref=−G), the maximum ball
radius of the end effector force capability zonotope when the
snake robot keeps tracking of the square trajectory is shown
in Figure 7.
r b A gref= min( ). (20)c

(2) Capability direction metric
In some situations, the payload is in one direction, such as

lifting objects. The direction of the payload is in the same
direction with the gravity. Given the reference point and
direction (gref, grefDi), the maximum payload is defined as

eq. (21) corresponding to the capability zonotope constraints.
Given the reference point and the reference direction as the
position which balanced gravity and the direction of the Z
axis, respectively (gref=−G, grefDi=[0, 0, 1]T), the max-
imum capability direction distance of the end effector force
capability zonotope when the snake robot keeps tracking of
the square trajectory is shown in Figure 7.
Dy y b A gref A grefDi= min( = ) / . (21)c c

5 Conclusion

In this paper, the operational space wrench and acceleration
capability analysis of MCDRs are performed taking the ac-
tual actuation constraints of cables into consideration. Ac-
cording to the dynamics of the MCDRs, the hypercube
generated by all cable forces can be projected to the joint
space or the operational space to form wrench and accel-
eration capability zonotopes. Using the projection of the
force hypercube vertices, a zonotope can be numerically
found. However with increasing cables, the number of points

Figure 5 (Color online) 3D, XY, ZX, YZ views of the simplified zonotope. (a) 3D view; (b) XY view; (b) ZX view; (d) YZ view.

Table 2 Number of vertices, faces and volume and calculation time of the
zonotope with respect to the face angle threshold

Angle threshold
(degree) Vertices Faces Volume ratio Time (s)

0 1260 2516 1 2.8438
10 260 516 0.9978 1.7813
20 148 292 0.9932 1.7344
30 88 172 0.9671 1.7031
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to be processed grows exponentially which is computation-
ally infeasible. An efficient iterative method is proposed to
acquire operational space acceleration and wrench capability
of MCDRs with little memory requirement. In addition, large
numbers of vertices and faces of the capability zonotopes are
generated due to the hyper-redundancy of actuators, which
has little contribution to the volume of the zonotope and
makes the computation cumbersome of post-processing like
manipulability optimization and motion planning. Therefore,
a simplified zonotope capability representation is developed
to prune large vertices and faces with little volume loss.
Simulations on our 24 DOFs cable-driven snake robot are

performed to verify the effectiveness of the presented
method. Simulation results show the normal operational
wrench capability evaluation needs 18432 GB ROM, while
the iterative method can easily solve this problem with a few
MB ROM. The simplified representation reduces the vertices
and faces from 1260 and 2516 to 88 and 172, respectively,
with 3.3% volume loss. Finally, capability indexes such as

volume, diameters and distances of capability ball and di-
rections based on capability zonotopes are put forward to
evaluate the payload capability of the robot when keeping
tracking of a square trajectory, which well verifies the pre-
sented method.
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